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Bangladesh
Tamim Iqbal c Gunathilaka b Kumara 127
Soumya Sarkar c Chandimal b Lakmal 10
Sabbir Rahman c Tharanga b Gunaratne 54
Mushfiqur Rahim c and b Sandakan 1
Shakib Al Hasan c Sandakan b Lakmal 72
Mosaddek Hossain not out 24
Mahmudullah Riyad not out 13
Extras: (10lb, 13w) 23
TOTAL: (for 5 wickets) 324

Overs: 50
Fall of wickets: 1-29, 2-119, 3-120, 4-264, 5-289.
Did not bat: Mashrafe Mortaza, Mehedi Hasan,
Taskin Ahmed, Mustafizur Rahman.
Bowling: Suranga Lakmal 8-0-45-2, Lahiru Kumara
8-0-74-1 (3w), Thisara Perera 8-0-63-0, Sachith
Pathirana 5-0-27-0 (6w), Lakshan Sandakan 8-0-
43-1 (3w), Asela Gunaratne 10-0-40-1 (1w),
Danushka Gunathilaka 3-0-22-0.

SCOREBOARD 
DAMBULLA, Sri Lanka: Scoreboard yesterday at the end of Bangladesh’s innings in the first one-day
international against Sri Lanka at Rangiri Dambulla Stadium.
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CYCLING

HAMILTON:  South Afr ica  prepared
themselves to bat long, through rain dis-
rupt ions,  to  make the most  of  New
Zealand’s bungled use of the review sys-
tem on day one of  the thi rd  Test  in
Hamilton yesterday.

“We’ve got a long way to go to get a
good total,” Hashim Amla said after his 50
and an unbeaten 33 from Faf du Plessis
helped the Proteas recover from a disas-
trous start on a rain-disrupted day in

which only 41 overs were possible. 
From being five for two in the fourth

over, South Africa were 123 for four at
stumps while New Zealand had blown
their review opportunities. “There is so
much time left,” Amla said with South
Africa maintaining a win was still possible
despite rain forecast for the remaining
four days. “We want to bat as long as we
can in the first innings to get a really big
score on the board to set the game up.”

They have the advantage of knowing
New Zealand have no reviews left before
the 80th over which has already cost them
the chance to remove du Plessis.

Just 13 balls after using up their sec-
ond review they were powerless to react
when the umpires missed a faint edge
which should have seen du Plessis caught
behind for 16.  New Zealand quick Matt
Henry described the weather and faulty
reviewing as “frustrating” but said the

hosts were still satisfied with their day’s
work. “We did well to get them four down.
We didn’t get (the reviews) right. It can be
frustrating but we get another chance lat-
er on,” he said.

South Africa, starting the Test with an
unbeatable 1-0 series lead, were two
down in the fourth over after winning the
toss and electing to bat.

It would have been three for 28 if not
for the first New Zealand judgement error

of the day. They decided not to review a
rejected Neil Wagner lbw appeal against
JP Duminy on seven when the ball tracker
technology signalled a direct hit.

Duminy went on to make 20 in a 59-
run stand for the third wicket with Amla
before being removed just before lunch.

Amla went soon after the break for 50,
his 32nd half-century and was left 67 runs
shor t of becoming the four th South
African to total 8,000 career runs.—AFP

Proteas to make New Zealand pay for DRS bungles

DHARAMSALA: India’s captain Ajinkya Rahane (R) successfully appeals for the run out of Australia’s Steve O’Keefe (L) along with wicketkeeper
Wriddhiman Saha (C) during the fourth and last Test cricket match between India and Australia at The Himachal Pradesh Cricket Association
Stadium in Dharamsala yesterday. — AFP

DHARAMSALA: Wrist-spinner Kuldeep Yadav
said it was a dream come true to grab four wick-
ets on debut and spin India right back into the
game after Steve Smith hit his third ton of the
series yesterday. Kuldeep was informed on the
morning of the series-deciding match that he
would be handed his Test cap with skipper Virat
Kohli having failed to recover from his shoulder
injury. But the 22-year-old showed few signs of
nervousness, bewitching the Aussie batsmen
with his guile and unorthodox action to return
with figures of 4-68.  “I am very happy. It’s a
dream come true for me. In a Test match I could
not have asked for more than this,” Kuldeep said
after the first day’s play.  “The wicket was good
to bat on, the ball was not turning match. I tried
to bowl just wicket to wicket.

“Obviously I have worked a lot on my varia-
tions. The wrong’un, the flipper and the normal
chinaman.” The visitors squandered a promising
start to be bowled out for 300 just minutes
before the close of play after winning the toss
and electing to bat first. 

The Aussies owed their total to Smith who
smashed 14 fours in his fine 111-run knock to
become the first Australian skipper to hit three
centuries in a Test series in India. The 27-year-old
also became only the second visiting captain to
achieve the feat after England’s Alastair Cook.

The Aussie looked firmly in control, having
cruised to 131-1 at lunch but Kuldeep’s scintillat-
ing spell meant the tourists lost their remaining
wickets in the last two sessions.

At stumps, India had played out one over
without scoring any runs.  With the series tied 1-
1 going into the finale, the hosts must win the
match to regain the Border-Gavaskar trophy.

SMITH THE STAR 
“Credit to the Indians for bowling well, we

had to grind ourselves to get to 300,” said wick-
etkeeper-batsman Matthew Wade, who made
57.  “It was good to get some runs but it’s 1-1 in
the series and we need to play really well tomor-
row (Sunday).”

India’s ploy to keep Kuldeep (4-68) under
wraps and use him for the final Test paid rich div-
idends. The chinaman bowler picked his first
international wicket when he had David Warner
(56) caught by stand-in skipper Ajinkya Rahane
in the slips.  The bowler broke down as he
hugged his teammates to celebrate the occa-
sion.  Kuldeep struck again soon to send back
Peter Handscomb (eight) with a ball that turned
in sharply and hit the stumps.

Glenn Maxwell also lost his wicket to the
wrist-spinner, misreading a googly only to see
the ball clipping the off bail.

Smith had put on 134 runs for the second
wicket with Warner after Australia lost opener
Matt Renshaw in the second over of the day.  The
unassuming captain underlined his reputation
as the world number one Test batsman, reaching
his 20th century in the process and seventh hun-
dred in his last eight Tests against India.

The skipper raised his bat and helmet to
acknowledge the standing ovation from a grate-
ful Australian dressing room. Smith’s efforts
meant he remained on top of the batting chart
in the series with a whopping 482 runs from sev-
en innings. He finally lost his wicket to spinner
Ravichandran Ashwin, with Rahane taking
another catch in the slip region. Smith’s run in
the series has been in contrast to Kohli who
managed only 46 runs from three Tests. 

Before this game, Kohli played 54 Tests on the
trot without missing a match since November
2011. Ashwin took his tally to 79 in the 2016-17
season, the most by any bowler in one season,
surpassing South African Dale Steyn’s 78
scalps.—AFP

Kuldeep flips India’s 

fortunes after Smith ton

Australia 1st innings:
D. Warner c Rahane b K. Yadav 56
M. Renshaw b U. Yadav 1
S. Smith c Rahane b Ashwin 111
S. Marsh c Saha b U. Yadav 4
P. Handscomb b K. Yadav 8   
G. Maxwell b K. Yadav 8
M. Wade b Jadeja 57
P. Cummins c and b K. Yadav 21
S. O’Keefe run out 8

N. Lyon c Pujara b Kumar 13
J. Hazlewood not out 2       
Extras (b1, lb10) 11
Total (for all out, 88.3 overs) 300
Fall of wickets: 1-10 (Renshaw), 2-144 (Warner), 3-153
(Marsh), 4-168 (Handscomb), 5-178 (Maxwell), 6-208
(Smith), 7-245 (Cummins), 8-269 (O’Keefe), 
9-298 (Wade), 10-300 (Lyon).
Bowling: Kumar 12.3-2-41-1, U. Yadav 15-1-69-2, Ashwin
23-5-54-1, Jadeja 15-1-57-1, K. Yadav 23-3-68-4. 

SCOREBOARD 
DHARAMSALA, India: Scores after Australia’s first innings on the first day of the fourth and final Test against India in
Dharamsala yesterday.

DHARAMSALA: Steve Smith and his men
have compatriot Shane Warne to blame for
the trouble they endured against India’s
tricky left-arm wrist-spinner Kuldeep Yadav
on the opening day of the fourth and final
Test yesterday.

A left-field selection for the most impor-
tant match of the series currently level at 1-1,
Kuldeep made a memorable test debut claim-
ing 4-68 as Australia could not capitalise on a
strong start and were all out for 300 in their
first innings.

Smith and David Warner were past their
individual fifties and the century-plus part-
nership was looking ominous for India when
Kuldeep employed the trick he had learnt
from Warne to lead India’s second session
fightback. The 22-year-old sent down a deliv-
ery which pitched around the off-stump,
kicked off and kissed the shoulder of Warner’s
bat before reaching Ajinkya Rahane in the
slip. “My first wicket was not a Chinaman
delivery but a flipper which I learnt from him
(Warne),” a beaming Kuldeep told reporters at
the Himachal Pradesh Cricket Association
Stadium. “It’s obviously good to learn from
them and use against them,” quipped the
Uttar Pradesh spinner who met Australian
spin great Warne in Pune last month.

“Warne is my idol. I still watch his videos. It
was a dream to meet him and discuss my

bowling. I followed his advice. We’d meet
soon for another session.”

With regular skipper Virat Kohli missing
the match with a shoulder injury, the Rahane-
led team took a bold decision to go with five
bowlers. Kuldeep was told about his much-
awaited test debut early in the morning and
the spinner showed no nerves - though
looked emotional after getting his first test
wicket - in a brilliant display of wrist-spin
bowling. His craft was in full display as he out-
foxed Glenn Maxwell with a googly after
being hit for a four two balls previously.

“From childhood, I’ve been taught that a
true spinner would concede runs but will also
take wickets. That remains my theory,” he said.
Talking about his craft, Kuldeep said left-arm
wrist spin came naturally to him.

“I was not even aware that this is called
Chinaman bowling.  I was initially not happy
but then focused on getting better at it.
“Today, I was backing my skills and the varia-
tions I have.”

Matthew Wade, who made a fighting half-
century for Australia, was impressed with
Kuldeep’s bag of tricks. “He bowled a lot of
different deliveries,” the stumper-batsman
said. “He bowled a lot of leg-spinners with
scrambled seam, his wrong’un with the
scramble seam as well. It took a few balls to
get used to it,” Wade added. —Reuters

Debutant Kuldeep used Warne 

advice to torment Australia

DHARAMSALA: India’s Kuldeep Yadav (L) celebrates the wicket of Australia’s Peter
Handscomb (R) with teammate Murali Vijay during the fourth and last Test cricket match
between India and Australia at The Himachal Pradesh Cricket Association Stadium in
Dharamsala yesterday. — AFP

DAMBULLA: Opener Tamim Iqbal struck a
century as Bangladesh posted a record
324-5 in the first one-day international of a
three-match series against Sri Lanka in
Dambulla yesterday.

Tamim made 127 off 142 balls while
Shakib Al Hasan and Sabbir Rahman added
two more fifties, helping the visitors pass
their previous highest score of 265-9
against Sri Lanka. Tamim, who struck 15
fours and a six on his way to his eighth ODI
century, put on 144 runs with Shakib for
the fourth wicket, also Bangladesh’s best
ever partnership against Sri Lanka.

Shakib hit 72 off 71 balls and looked
heading towards a century before he swept
a Suranga Lakmal delivery wide outside
off-stump to be caught by Lakshan
Sandakan at short fine leg.

Tamim, who also reached a personal
milestone by becoming the first
Bangladeshi to complete 10,000 interna-
tional runs, led the batting charge through-

out the innings until he fell to Lahiru
Kumara in the 48th over.

Sent into bat first by Sri Lanka captain
Upul Tharanga, Bangladesh lost opener
Soumya Sarkar early when he edged
Lakmal to wicketkeeper Dinesh Chandimal
for 10. But Tamim and Sabbir, who made 54
off 56 balls, added 90 runs for the second
wicket to bring the innings back on track
on what looked like a flat batting pitch at
Rangiri International Stadium.

Tharanga took a brilliant reflex catch at
short cover to end Sabbir ’s aggressive
innings which contained 10 fours, includ-
ing three in one over off Thisara Perera.
Sandakan then took a catch off his own
bowling to remove Mushfiqur Rahim for
one but Shakib joined Tamim to continue
Bangladesh’s domination.

Bangladesh handed off-spinner Mehedi
Hasan his ODI debut while Sri Lanka includ-
ed Milinda Siriwardana. The preceding two-
Test series ended in a 1-1 draw. — AFP

Ton-up Tamim 

leads Bangladesh 

to record total

DAMBULLA: Bangladesh cricketer Mehedi Hasan (2ndL) celebrates with teammates
after he dismissed Sri Lankan cricketer Kusal Mendis (2ndR) during the first one day
international (ODI) cricket match between Sri Lanka and Bangladesh at The Rangiri
Dambulla International Cricket Stadium in Dambulla yesterday. — AFP

Wiggins vows to ‘shock few 

people’ over doping claims

LONDON: British cycling great Bradley
Wiggins has promised he will have a “lot to
say” and “shock a few people” when he
finally comments on allegations he may
have broken anti-doping rules.  The five-
times Olympic champion, who retired from
cycling last year, said yesterday that deal-
ing with the allegations, which he has
denied repeatedly, had been “horrible” and
“the worst thing to be accused of when
you’re a man of my integrity”.

The former Team Sky rider added he
would have “a lot to say” when UK Anti-
Doping finished its investigation into alle-
gations he was injected with triamcinolone,
a powerful corticosteroid, at the end of the
2011 Criterium du Dauphine race.

Triamcinolone is a banned substance
unless riders have a therapeutic use
exemption-an official note allowing them
to use otherwise prohibited drugs for the
treatment of a legitimate medical condi-
tion.  Wiggins retired in November last year,
some two months after his medical records
were revealed by the Russia-based Fancy

Bears computer hacking group.  These
showed that Wiggins was given permission
to take triamcinolone before three major
races in 2011, 2012 and 2013 but they did
not show if he had authorisation to take it
at the 2011 Criterium du Dauphine.  “It’s
been horrible, but fortunately there is an
investigation going on,” Wiggins told
Soccer Saturday, a programme broadcast
by satellite station Sky-the sponsors of his
former team.

“It’s the worst thing to be accused of
when you’re a man of my integrity, if you
like, what I believe anyway, and what I’ve
done to get where I am today.  “Fortunately
there’s an investigation and I obviously
can’t say too much because that will run its
course and then I’ll have my say. There’s a
lot to say and it’s going to shock a few peo-
ple.” Meanwhile the 36-year-old Wiggins
said he did not miss cycling “one bit”.  “I
haven’t been on my bike since November. I
don’t miss it one bit,” he explained. “It’s just
been nice to be home. It’s my son’s birthday
on the weekend, tomorrow, and I think it’s
the first birthday I’ve been here for 12 years
- he’s 12. “I missed the birth as well because
I am always racing this time of year, it’s full-
on at the moment. 

“So it’s just nice to be able to do things
like that, and have a pint of Guinness on his
birthday and take him out for Sunday
roast,” added Wiggins, who took part in The
Jump, celebrity ski-jumping television pro-
gramme earlier this year only for his time
on the show to be cut short when he frac-
tured his leg.  Team Sky, whose riders have
won four of the last five editions of the Tour
de France-road cycling’s most prestigious
race-have also been under severe scrutiny
from several inquiries regarding their anti-
doping procedures. —AFPBradley Wiggins


